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petency. A widely-used technique, k-anonymisation, generalises and/or supresses various fields within a data set,
whilst minimising the loss of information, to ensure that
none of the records can be differentiated from at least other k-1 records (Sweeney, 2002). Generalisation is achieved
by replacing individual field characteristics with a broader
category. For example; ages can be replaced by age banding. Suppression is achieved by removing all or some values
in a column. The processes of generalisation and suppression can have detrimental results when using the anonymised data in that the results can be skewed (Angiuli et al,
2015) but this effect can be avoided by altering the relevant
algorithms (Angiuli & Waldo, 2016). It has also been suggested that k-anonymity is not suitable for high dimensional data sets (DeMontjoye et al, 2013). This is remarkably
valid when the data contains four spatio-temporal fields.
Additionally, should the person attempting to reconstruct
the data personally know one of the data subjects (has
background knowledge), the anonymised data may not be
sufficiently supressed/generalised to protect the personal
identity as the real data can contain sufficient information
to make either an educated guess or full identification.

INTRODUCTION: ANONYMISATION OF DATA
The EU FP7 funded VALCRI project is the research and
development of a visual analytics system for sense making
in criminal intelligence analysis. In order to undertake the
research and assess its impact on the project’s End User
community there is a fundamental requirement to have a
set of data which is recognisable and realistic for use by
real criminal analysts. One of the project’s End User partners, West Midlands Police (WMP) has released a set of
real data to another partner, A E Solutions (BI) Ltd (AES), to
anonymise and subsequently release to the project for research and component testing. The data set comprised:

•
•

million crime reports spanning three years

•

297,000 records of property stolen relating to the
crime reports

•

147,000 records containing one or more descriptions of suspects seen at or near the scene of a
crime

1.5 million person records relating to victims and
offenders associated with the crime reports spanning three years

•

million day-to-day incident reports spanning three
years

•
•

184,000 custody records spanning one year

•
•

200,000 intelligence records spanning one year

•

55 million automatic number plate recognition records and associated camera positions spanning
three months

•

1,100 major incident witness statements

A refinement of the k-anonymisation method used to
overcome some of its inherent weaknesses is the l-diversity
method (Machanavajjhala et al, 2007). This method further
reduces the granularity of the original data by ensuring that
the generalisation algorithm certifies that all possible values are equally represented in equal proportions. This,
however, is likely to cause significant loss of information
which renders this technique unsuitable for use within the
Valcri project. This technique is also unsuitable if the original data contains more than one sensitive field thus rendering this technique unsuitable for the Police data sets.

60,000 records of persons who have been stopped
and searched during one year
1.8 million financial transaction records spanning
4½ months

Improving on both of the above, Kenig and Tassa have
developed an approximation algorithm based on generalisation and suppression that currently achieves lower information loss than any previous algorithm (Kenig & Tassa,
2012).
Data encryption is another technique that can be used
to anonymise data. However, this would be unsuitable as
the data need to be in a human readable format in order to
undertake realistic analysis.

In order to ensure that the data cannot be reconstructed, the process taken to anonymise the data is not trivial.
To quote Sweeney (Sweeney, 2002), the aim of the anonymisation process is; "Given person-specific field-structured
data, produce a release of the data with scientific guarantees that the individuals who are the subjects of the data
cannot be re-identified while the data remain practically
useful." A simply anonymised dataset does not contain a
real name, home address, phone number or other obvious
identifiers. However, in these data sets it is important that
such information is present so that real Policing analytical
processes may be tested.

The Substitution anonymisation technique relies on the
replacement of data within the columns with information
from predefined lists of fictitious data. This method poses
the challenges of collating and maintaining lists of such
fictitious data which can run into millions for use with large
data sets together with ensuring that the same substitutions are made across linked data sets.
Shuffling is another technique somewhat similar to Substitution. Within Shuffling the anonymised data is derived
from each individual column but issues occur when using
this technique with small data sets; there could be insuffi-

DATA ANONYMISATION TECHNIQUES
There are a number of published techniques that have
been used to anonymise data with varying degrees of com3
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cient data items to effectively derive suitable anonymised
results.

GENERAL PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
In the UK, the 1998 Data Protection Act (Act D. P. 1998)
(DPA) was passed by the British Parliament to manage the
approach in which personal identification information is
handled and to give legal rights to people who have personal information stored about them. Other European Union countries have passed similar laws as, often, information is held in more than one country. There are no such
laws covering anonymised data but the UK Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) has published the Anonymisation Data Protection Risks Code of Practice (ICO, 2012) under section 51 of the DPA in pursuance of the ICO’s duty to
promote good practice. The DPA states good practice includes, but is not limited to, compliance with the requirements of the DPA. This code was also published with Recital
26 and Article 27 of the European Data Protection Directive
(95/46/EC) in mind. These provisions make it clear that the
principles of data protection do not apply to anonymised
data and open the way for a code of practice on anonymisation.
Anonymisation within the Valcri project has been undertaken by following the Code of Practice principles. The
Code states that when a data set is anonymised, there are
various factors which should be considered to enable a satisfactory level of anonymisation:

•
•
•
•

The possibility of re-identification being attempted
The probability of successful re-identification
The availability of anonymisation techniques
The quality of the anonymised data as well as
whether it will serve the purpose of the researcher
using the anonymised information.

In conjunction with the above, the EU Article 29 Data
Protection Working Party (Cotino) judges that there are
three risks to be considered that are essential to data
anonymisation:
(a) Singling out: which corresponds to the possibility to
isolate some or all records which identify an individual
in the dataset
(b) Linkability: which is the ability to link, at least, two records concerning the same data subject or a group of
data subjects (either in the same database or in two
different databases). If an attacker can establish (e.g.
by means of correlation analysis) that two records are
assigned to a same group of individuals but cannot single out individuals in this group, the technique provides resistance against “singling out” but not against
linkability
(c) Inference: which is the possibility to deduce, with significant probability, the value of an attribute from the
values of a set of other attributes.

As per the definition by True Ultimate Standards Everywhere Inc (TRUSTe Blog, 2016), pure anonymisation is defined as taking information that is currently personal identification information (PII) and permanently turning in to
non-identifiable data. Whereas, Pseudo-anonymisation is
defined as converting PII into non-identifying data which
can be returned from its anonymised state to PII in future.
Personal identification information is not only information
revealing names, addresses, phone numbers etc. but any
information or combination of information that can be
used to identify, contact or locate a discreet individual.
Pseudo- anonymisation is not recommended in cases
where highest security is required, as it is not effective as
pure anonymisation (Vinogradov & Pastsyak, 2012). It
may, however, be useful in evaluating and improving test
runs of the data sets etc., where reproduction of the original data may sometimes be necessary.
There are four phases involved in the process of data
anonymisation (Vinogradov & Pastsyak, 2012). These are:
(a) Data discovery and analysis: The data analysis phase
identifies the data which is required to be anonymised
so that it can be effectively protected without compromising its utilisation.
(b) Data planning and modelling: The planning and modelling phase is designed to develop the criteria that will
be used to anonymise the data and build framework
around the information that was obtained in the first
stage. This stage is more about the choice of data
anonymisation policy and approach than actually dealing with the critical data.
(c) Developing anonymisation models: The development
stage consists of creating data anonymisation configuration modules depending on the specific requirements of the End User partners.
(d) Implementation: The Implementation and execution
stage is designed to install an arrangement for incorporating data anonymisation into the overall data process.
It is important that the anonymised data cannot be reconstructed and individuals are reidentified and there are
many publications where this has occurred, the most famous being the Robust De-anonymisation of Large Datasets
(How to Break Anonymity of the Netﬂix Prize Dataset (Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2008). On October 2, 2006, Netflix
published data relevant to movie ratings provided by
500,000 of its users over a six-year period. comprising a
dataset consisting of around 100 million movie ratings. All
customer information was removed and only minimal alterations were made to the ratings data. Using a kanonymity model combined with open source data, Narayanan & Shmatikov effectively recognised the Netflix records of known users as well as disclosing their political
preferences and other personal sensitive information.
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THE DATA ANONYMISATION PROCESS
To ensure confidentiality and security the techniques
and methods used in the anonymisation process will not be
disclosed. The examples provided below are intended to
illustrate that the team is aware of a variety of anonymisation methods and that a reader would not be able to reconstruct the methods that have been used by the VALCRI
team.
The Valcri data sets will be anonymised in two stages:
(a) Full anonymisation of all personal details. The geography will have limited anonymisation as it is required to
have a degree of accuracy to enable the End User partners to test various components. At this stage in the
project, Post Codes have not been anonymised which
is due to the requirements within crime analytics to ascertain geographical information to include; distances
travelled by criminals, densities of crime/incidents etc.
According to the UK Office for National Statistics (ONS
2015) there are 1.3 million post codes with an average
of 43 properties in each area. The minimum number of
properties is one and the maximum is 3215 which
could mean that by combining data sets, in some instances, it may be possible to identify individual(s).
WMP have provided their approval in allowing the
original Post Codes to remain in the anonymised data
sets on release to VALCRI.
(b) Full anonymisation of all personal details and the geographical references to one kilometre block and/or
post code sector. This further anonymisation will take
place before the data sets can be released to the general research community to ensure that specific dwellings cannot be re-identified, whilst still providing the
research community with data to perform meaningful,
geography related research.

The analyst examines both sets of data to ensure that
the anonymisation process has been properly undertaken
and attempts to reconstruct/reidentify individuals associated with the data.
If reconstruction or reidentification can be achieved this
information is passed back to AES who reassess and improve their anonymisation processes. Steps 2 to 4 are again
followed.
If reconstruction or reidentification cannot be achieved
step 5 is processed.
The anonymised data is certified as being able to be released into the project.
WMP retain the “code Book.” The original data is securely deleted from AES’ computers and the anonymised
data is uploaded onto the Valcri server.

CONCLUSION
The anonymisation process is still work in progress. To
date the following data sets have been released to the project; crime reports, person records, day-to-day incident
records, free text modus operandi records covering a single
year, intelligence records, custody records, automatic
number plate recognition records, finance records and the
witness statements. The remaining data sets are with WMP
awaiting their validation.
During the first quarter of 2017 the data sets will be
tested to determine if persons can be re-identified or data
de-anonymised. Should this be possible, AES will refine and
modify their processes and iterate this cycle until nothing
can be reconstructed/reidentified.
Once the data has been certified as being irreversibly
anonymised per the legislation, Code of Practice and to the
satisfaction of WMP, it will be made available, with limitations, to the research community.

THE VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION PROCESS
The anonymisation processes are rigorously and thoroughly validated by a WMP analyst prior to release into the
Valcri project and comprise:
All personal information is anonymised according to a
standardised method devised by AES. Poor spellings, incorrect reference numbers, truncation of data fields, multiple
names aligned to the same individual, the use of special
characters within names etc., are all reproduced in the
anonymisation process. To ensure consistency across data
sets, the structured data items are anonymised and their
values are entered into look up tables which are used in the
anonymisation processes.
A “code book” of the process is maintained to enable
the WMP analyst to ensure that the new data is consistent
and appropriate.
Both the original and the anonymised data together
with the codebook is hand delivered to the WMP analyst
accompanied by a brief explanation sheet.
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